This paper presents a cross-lingual voice conversion framework that adopts a modularized neural network. The modularized neural network has a common input structure that is shared for both languages, and two separate output modules, one for each language. The idea is motivated by the fact that phonetic systems of languages are similar because humans share a common vocal production system, but acoustic renderings, such as prosody and phonotactic, vary a lot from language to language. The modularized neural network is trained to map Phonetic PosteriorGram (PPG) to acoustic features for multiple speakers. It is conditioned on a speaker i-vector to generate the desired target voice. We validated the idea between English and Mandarin languages in objective and subjective tests. In addition, mixed-lingual PPG derived from a unified English-Mandarin acoustic model is proposed to capture the linguistic information from both languages. It is found that our proposed modularized neural network significantly outperforms the baseline approaches in terms of speech quality and speaker individuality, and mixed-lingual PPG representation further improves the conversion performance.
INTRODUCTION
Voice conversion (VC) aims to modify the speech of one speaker (source) to sound like that of another speaker (target). Cross-lingual VC is a special case where the source and target speakers speak different languages. It is the enabling technology for many real world applications such as speechto-speech translation [1] , foreign language training [2] , and movie dubbing, etc.
The early studies of cross-lingual VC rely on parallel data recorded from bilingual speakers [3, 4] . These approaches utilize parallel data of the source and target speakers in the target speaker's language during training, and then convert the source speaker's utterances in the other language to the target voice. However, such bilingual source speakers are not always available in practice. Various alignment methods have been proposed to find the closest matching segments between non-parallel speech data across languages, for example, unit selection [5] [6] [7] [8] , iterative alignment [2, [9] [10] [11] methods, and the vocal tract length normalization (VTLN) based phone mapping approaches [2, 12, 13 ]. Yet, the converted speech quality is degraded due to inaccurate alignments [11, 14] . Besides, eigenvoice-based technique [1, 15] is also developed by adapting a pre-trained eigenvoice Gaussian mixture model (EV-GMM) with a few utterances from the target speaker in a different language. Automatic speech recognition (ASR) is also employed to provide the phonetic information. In [16] , Kullback-Leibler divergence (KLD) is calculated to map the senones between two languages. In [17] , the source utterance is first translated to the target language, which is then used to synthesize the target utterance. Recently, neural network approaches are widely studied. Deep generative models like variational auto-encoder (VAE) [18, 19] and generative adversarial networks (GANs) [20, 21] without requiring parallel data are found effective for VC, though in the same language.
Phonetic PosteriorGram (PPG) has been proposed for VC [22] [23] [24] [25] and also successfully applied to cross-lingual conversions [26] . PPG is a frame-level phonetic information representation obtained from the acoustic model in a speakerindependent ASR system. The conversion model is trained to map PPGs to the output acoustic features [22] . To enhance the converted speech quality, a recent study [27] investigates the use of bilingual PPG, which is formed by stacking two monolingual PPGs in source and target languages, as a linguistic representation of both languages for cross-lingual VC. Additionally, an average modeling approach [14, 28] is also proposed to leverage the linguistic and acoustic information from various speakers in different languages [27, 29] .
In this paper, we propose a modularized neural network using mixed-lingual PPG for cross-lingual VC. Inspired by the language and speaker factorization acoustic modeling technique in multi-language and multi-speaker text-to-speech (TTS) [30] [31] [32] , we model the linguistic to acoustic feature transformation in two steps by a shared language-independent module, and two separate language-specific output modules. The language-independent module is shared as a bridge to transfer input linguistic features from multiple speakers and languages into a common space. While the separate language-specific modules are deployed to model the acoustic features for each language individually. We hypothesize that the language specific output layers will improve the acoustic renderings of specific languages. Mixed-lingual PPG is extracted by a jointly trained English-Mandarin mixed-lingual acoustic model, which is able to capture the acoustic information of both languages. Hence, the assigned phone posterior probabilities are expected to reflect the shared characteristics of the two phonetic systems.
RELATED WORK
This section presents the average modeling cross-lingual VC using bilingual PPG [27] and motivates our proposed work.
Methodology
Bilingual PPG is an effective characterization used to capture the phonetic information of two languages [27] . Fig. 1 shows the block diagram of the bilingual PPG-based crosslingual VC framework. To convert between English and Mandarin speakers, an English and a Mandarin phone recognizer are trained individually. Illustrated in the dash box in Fig. 1 , monolingual PPGs are first extracted with English and Mandarin phone recognizer. Then, the two monolingual PPGs are combined to form a bilingual PPG to represent the linguistic information of both languages. As shown in Fig. 1(a) , during training, we first extract ivector [33] , linguistic features (PPGs), and acoustic features (mel cepstral coefficients (MCCs)) from bilingual speech data from multiple speakers. Then, we form the input features by augmenting i-vector to PPGs. The output features only contain MCCs. In this way, the mapping network F(·) is trained to map input features X = {x 1 , ..., x t , ..., x T } to output features Y = {y 1 , ..., y t , ..., y T } by the back-propagation through time (BPTT) algorithm. T indicates the number of total frames in the training data. The actual output val-uesŶ = {ŷ 1 , ...,ŷ t , ...,ŷ T } are obtained according to the mapping network,Ŷ = F(X)
The conversion stage is shown in Fig. 1(b) . We first extract the PPGs and target i-vector from the source speech and the target speech using the same phone recognizer and i-vector extractor, respectively. PPGs and i-vector are then concatenated to form the input features for the mapping network to convert the MCCs. Finally, the converted speech can be synthesized with linearly converted F0, source aperiodicity (AP) and converted MCCs.
Motivations
The successful implementation of the cross-lingual VC framework with bilingual PPG and average modeling motivates us to consider in two directions. First, despite the fact that languages share the common vocal production system [30, 34] , their acoustic renderings differ very much from one to another, such as their prosodic and phonotactic renderings [35] . As a result, using only a single output layer may not be able to encode the unique language details. Second, bilingual PPG is obtained by combining English PPG and Mandarin PPG, which are extracted by two individually trained acoustic models. As the acoustic models are trained separately, the resultant bilingual PPG may not provide a unified view on the input speech from two languages. Moreover, it could be biased towards one of the languages.
MODULARIZED NEURAL NETWORK AND MIXED-LINGUAL PPG
In this section, we propose a modularized neural network with language-specific output layers to model a two-step acoustic The architecture of the proposed modularized neural network that employs multi-task learning. language-specific output layers. It consists of a shared language-independent module and two separate language-specific modules. Language ID serves as a switch to select the output module. The English-Mandarin phone recognizer converts speech into mixed-lingual PPGs that represent linguistic information, as illustrated in the dash box.
feature generation process. Instead of using bilingual PPG, we introduce a mixed-lingual PPG estimated by a unified English-Mandarin acoustic model.
Modularized Neural Network
Multi-task learning is a learning paradigm in machine learning, which can effectively improve the generalization performance on all tasks by sharing representations between multiple related tasks [36, 37] . Motivated by its success in many applications [38, 39] , we propose a modularized neural network, as shown in Fig. 2 . There are two functional blocks that represent the two steps in speech generation, namely shared language-independent module, and separate language-specific modules.
In the shared language-independent module, both linguistic information (PPGs) and speaker information (i-vector) first pass through shared layers including a rectified linear activation function (ReLU) projection layer and two bidirectional long short-term memory (BLSTM) layers. This shared module can capture the general transformation properties for both languages benefiting from multiple speakers' large database.
In the separate language-specific modules, each module consists of two language-specific output layers includ-ing a ReLU layer and a linear layer. Given a language ID, language-independent intermediate features will be first forwarded to its corresponding ReLU layer to be mapped into language-dependent vectors. The subsequent linear layer in the chosen language will then convert the learned complex features to the acoustic features. The mapping network in Equation (1) now can be expressed aŝ
where S(·) indicates the shared language-independent module. L en (·) and L cn (·) denote the English and Mandarin language-specific modules, respectively. During training, the language ID serves as a switch to select the desired language-specific module. The whole network is trained jointly to minimize the mean square errors between the original acoustic features and the predicted ones in each language. In each training step, only the relevant gradients will be computed to update the associated weights, while the loss in the other language will be set to zero.
Mixed-lingual PPG
Mixed-lingual PPG is obtained by a unified English-Mandarin acoustic model acoustic model for code-switch speech recognition. Specifically, a time-delay neural network-based acoustic model [40, 41] is trained with the senones as targets. Being exposed to speech data from both languages during training, this model learns to capture the acoustic similarity while differentiate the specific phones in the two languages. During testing, joint posterior probability distributions are obtained by passing the test frames through the trained model. By doing so, this unified acoustic model takes the union of two phonetic systems into one as if it were for the same phonetic system. The dash box in Fig. 2 shows the phone recognizer for mixed-lingual PPG extraction. Instead of using two phone recognizers in each language as in Fig. 1 , now it only consists of a single unified English-Mandarin acoustic model.
EXPERIMENTS

Database and Feature Extraction
We conducted cross-lingual VC experiments between English and Mandarin languages. 10 English speakers (5 female and 5 male) from VCC2016 database [42] and 10 Mandarin speakers (5 female and 5 male) from the Mandarin average model database 1 were chosen for training. Each speaker provided 162 utterances, where 150 utterances were used for training, while the other 12 utterances were used for validation. In total, we had 3,000 utterances from 20 speakers for the average model training. For testing, we selected 4 bilingual speakers (2 female and 2 male) from the EMIME Mandarin Bilingual Database [43] . We converted 20 utterances for each conversion pair. Both intra-gender and inter-gender conversions were performed between the selected speakers, as summarized in Table 1 .
All speech signals were sampled at 16kHz with a frame shift of 5ms. The speech data were first analyzed by the WORLD vocoder [44] for feature extraction, generating the spectrum (513-dim), AP (1-dim), and F 0 (1-dim) features. Then the Speech Signal Processing Toolkit 2 was used to compute the 40-dimensional MCCs.
Kaldi toolkit [45] was used to train the English, Mandarin and the unified English-Mandarin acoustic models. A timedelay neural network with 10 hidden layers and 1280 hidden units per layer was trained with lattice-free maximum mutual information (LF-MMI) [46] criterion using 40-dimensional mel frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCC) features of approximately 200 hours speech data from each language. The hyperparameters were chosen according to the standard recipe provided for the Switchboard database in the Kaldi toolkit [45] . The acoustic data was a random subset of the open-source Librispeech [47] and AI-SHELL2 [48] corpora. The frame rate was adjusted to VC task and set to 5ms. For a similar reason, the frame subsampling rate was set to 1.
The output layers for English and Mandarin had 4,193 and 6,360 context-dependent phone states respectively. To compensate for the imbalance in the size of English and Mandarin phonetic alphabets due to the tonality, we have used 213 separate position-dependent models for English phones and 199 position-independent models for Mandarin phones. With extra silence and spoken noise entries, the English, Mandarin and unified English-Mandarin acoustic model had 215 (213 + 2), 201 (199 + 2) and 414 (213 + 199 + 2) classes, respectively. As a result, a linguistic feature frame of either bilingual PPG or mixed lingual PPG had 414 elements.
For i-vector extractor, the universal background model (UBM) contained 502 speakers (251 female and 251 male) from Switchboard II corpus. In total, we used 1,872 utterances, each was 5 minutes long on average. MFCC features were used to derive the i-vectors. We used genderindependent UBM of 1024 mixture components and total variability matrix with 400 speaker factors. The i-vector dimension were reduced from 400 to 150 after applying LDA.
By combining the PPG frame of 414 elements, and an i-2 https://sourceforge.net/projects/sp-tk/ vector of 150 elements, we obtain an input feature frame of 564 dimensions. The output acoustic feature contained 127 elements including a voiced/unvoiced flag (1-dim), the original and their delta and delta-delta coefficients of MCCs (40dim), log F 0 (1-dim), AP (1-dim).
Experimental Setup
We have implemented 4 different cross-lingual VC systems for comparison. The details of the baseline and proposed systems were discussed as follows.
• bPPG-LI: The cross-lingual VC system [27] using bilingual PPG (bPPG) with a single language-independent (LI) output layer as discussed in Section 2.1. The model consisted of two BLSTM layers with 256 hidden units in each layer. This is benchmarked as our baseline.
• mPPG-LI: The cross-lingual VC system using mixedlingual PPG (mPPG) introduced in Section 3.2 with a single language-independent (LI) output layer. The model used the same network configurations as bPPG-LI.
• bPPG-LS: The cross-lingual VC system using bilingual PPG (bPPG) and the proposed modularized neural network with language-specific (LS) output layers as discussed in Section 3.1. All shared layers had 256 nodes including one input ReLU layer and two hidden BLSTM layers. Both language-specific output ReLU layers had 128 nodes.
• mPPG-LS: The cross-lingual VC system using mixedlingual PPG (mPPG) based on our proposed modularized neural network with language-specific (LS) output layers. The model used the same hyper-parameters as bPPG-LS.
Merlin toolkit [49] was used for model training. All models were trained with a learning rate of 0.002, the minibatch size and momentum were set as 25 and 0.9 respectively.
During conversion, F 0 were converted by a global linear transformation in log-scale [50] . APs were directly copied from source speech, and the MCCs were generated by Maximum Likelihood Parameter Generation algorithm [51] . The post-filtering processing technique in the cepstral domain was used to enhance the conversion quality [52] .
Objective Evaluation
For objective evaluation, mel-cepstrum distortion (MCD) was used to measure the spectral distance between the converted and original speech from bilingual speakers, defined as
where D is the MCC feature dimension,Ŷ d and Y d are the d th coefficients of the converted and original MCCs, respectively. A lower value accounts for a smaller distortion. Fig. 4 . AB preference test results for speech quality with 95% confidence intervals between systems using proposed language-specific and the baseline language-independent output layers (i.e., bPPG-LI vs. bPPG-LS; and mPPG-LI vs. mPPG-LS). en → cn means that we convert a source English utterance to a Mandarin target speaker, and vice-versa.
Average MCDs of cross-lingual VC are presented in Fig. 3 . First, we compare the proposed modularized neural network using the language-specific output layers with the baselines. It is observed that both bPPG-LS and mPPG-LS outperform their counterparts (bPPG-LI and mPPG-LS) with the average MCD dropping from 7.42dB to 7.09dB and 7.19dB to 6.95dB, respectively. It suggests that the proposed modularized neural network yields better conversion performance than the baselines, in terms of MCD. Then we further evaluate the performance of the proposed mixed-lingual PPG. It can be found that systems using mixed-lingual PPG (mPPG-LI and mPPG-LS) consistently outperform those using bilingual PPG (bPPG-LI and bPPG-LS).
Subjective Evaluation
We further conducted listening tests. AB preference and mean opinion score (MOS) tests were conducted to assess speech quality. Meanwhile, VCC similarity tests, the Same/Different paradigm from the VCC 2016 [42] , were conducted to assess speaker similarity. In addition, to further study listeners' preferences across all VC systems, we also conducted best-worst scaling (BWS) tests [53] on both speech quality and speaker similarity. 12 samples were randomly selected from (4 x 20 = 80) converted samples of each VC system. 12 English and Mandarin bilingual listeners participated all tests. a) AB preference tests: In AB preference tests, A and B were the randomly selected converted speech samples from different systems, and the listeners were asked to compare their voice quality and naturalness.
First, we examine the effectiveness of the proposed modularized neural network. The speech quality test results are presented in Fig. 4 . It is observed that mPPG-LS and bPPG-LS significantly outperform mPPG-LI and bPPG-LI, respectively. And the performance improvement is more remarkable in en → cn than that in cn → en. The test results demonstrate that our proposed modularized neural network is more effective than the baseline network using a single output layer in terms of speech quality.
Then, we further compare the proposed mixed-lingual PPG with bilingual PPG. Fig. 5 shows the speech quality test results, which suggests that systems using proposed mixedlingual PPG outperform those using bilingual PPG in both en → cn and cn → en, though the difference is not statistically significant. The speech quality test results confirm that we can consider mixed-lingual PPG as a better representation than bilingual PPG to characterize the linguistic information from two languages. b) MOS tests: In MOS tests, listeners were asked to rate the quality and naturalness of the converted speech on a 5-point scale. The results are presented in Table. 2. It can be firstly observed that mPPG-LS obtained the highest scores in both en → cn and cn → en. We also find that bPPG-LS and Fig. 6 . VCC similarity test result, en → cn means that we convert a source English utterance to a Mandarin target speaker, and vice-versa. Source and target denote the source speaker and target speaker respectively. mPPG-LS achieve significant improvement over bPPG-LI and mPPG-LI, respectively. The results suggest that our proposed modularized neural network using mixed-lingual PPG is fairly effective in cross-lingual VC. c) VCC similarity tests: In VCC similarity tests, the listeners were asked to compare and select whether the converted samples were uttered by the same target speaker [54] . Fig. 6 presents the similarity test results. The system performances, ranked in ascending order (from the lowest to the highest), are as follows: bPPG-LI, mPPG-LI, bPPG-LS, and mPPG-LS. The results are consistent in both en → cn and cn → en conversions. It therefore demonstrates the capability of our proposed approaches for converting the speaker's identity in cross-lingual VC tasks. d) BWS tests: In BWS tests, we presented 4 converted samples with the same content from each VC system to the listeners. In the quality tests, we asked listeners to compare all the samples and select the best and worst samples in terms of speech quality. In the similarity tests, we provided the target speech as a reference. The listeners were asked to select the most and the least similar samples comparing to the reference in terms of speaker identity. The BWS test results are presented in Table 3 . In both quality and similarity tests, mPPG-LS takes the highest percentages (55% and 43%) as the best-converted sample among all VC systems. While, it is chosen as the worst sample at the lowest percentages (16% and 11%). The results also indicate that bPPG-LI performs the worst while bPPG-LS and mPPG-LI achieve the moderate results.
According to the subjective tests, the proposed modularized neural network using mixed-lingual PPG (mPPG-LS) consistently outperformed all the rest VC systems in both speech quality and speaker similarity tests, which demonstrates the effectiveness of our proposed approaches for cross-lingual voice conversions. The converted samples can be found from this demo link 3 .
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a cross-lingual voice conversion framework based on a modularized neural network using mix-language PPG. By utilizing the shared input module to be language independent while decomposing the output modules to be language specific, the network is robust for output acoustic feature modeling across different languages. Meanwhile, the mixed-lingual PPG extracted from a unified English-Mandarin acoustic model also provides an accurate linguistic representation for conversion quality enhancement. Experimental results successfully demonstrate our proposed approaches outperform the baseline approaches on both speech quality and speaker similarity.
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